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Abstract: - Now a day’s cloud computing is employed in 

several areas like business, military schools etc. to storing 

immense quantity of knowledge. We are able to retrieve 

knowledge from cloud for the asking of user. To store 

knowledge on cloud we've got to face several problems. To 

provide the answer to those problems there are n variety of 

how .Cryptography and steganography techniques are 

additional fashionable currently a day’s for knowledge 

security. Use of one formula isn't effective for prime level 

security to knowledge in cloud computing. During this paper 

we've got introduced new security mechanism mistreatment 

original key cryptography formula and steganography .In this 

projected system AES, blowfish, RC6 and brassiere algorithms 

are wont to give block wise security to knowledge. All formula 

key size is 128 bit. LSB steganography technique is introduced 

for key info security. Key info contains that a part of file is 

encrypted mistreatment by that formula and key. File is 

spliced into eight components. Every and each a part of file is 

encrypted mistreatment totally different formula. All 

components of file are encrypted at the same time with the 

assistance of multithreading technique. Encryption Keys are 

inserted into cowl image mistreatment LSB technique. Stego 

image is send to valid receiver mistreatment email .For file 

cryptography purpose reverse method of encoding is applied. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Cryptography technique interprets original information into 

undecipherable kind. Cryptography technique is split into 

Centro symmetric key cryptography and public key 

cryptography. This system uses keys for translate information 

into undecipherable kind. Thus solely licensed person will 

access information from cloud server. Cipher text information 

is visible for all individuals. 

 

Symmetric key cryptography algorithms square measure AES, 

DES, 3DES, IDEA, undergarment and blowfish. The most 

issue is delivering the key to receiver into multi user 

application. These formulas need low delay for information 

write in code decrypt however provides low security. Public 

key cryptography formula is RSA and code formula. Public 

and personal keys square measure manipulated into public key 

cryptography algorithms. These algorithms accomplished high 

level security however increase delay for information write in 

code and decrypt. Steganography hide the key information 

existence into envelope. During this technique existence of 

knowledge isn't visible to all or any individuals. Solely valid 

receiver is aware of concerning the info existence. Text 

steganography technique is employed to supply high security 

for information. Secret information of user hides into text 

cowl file. Once adding text into text cowl file it's like 

traditional document. If document found by illegitimate user 

than conjointly cannot get sensitive information. If illegitimate 

user try and recover original information than great amount of 

your time is crucial. DES formula is employed for text write in 

code and decrypt. Advantage of text steganography technique 

is providing security to text. Minimum area is crucial for text 

steganography as compare to image steganoraphy.[2] 

 

On non-public cloud secure information is keep and gratuitous 

information is keep on public cloud. As a result of public 

cloud anyone will access. the most reason behind this method 

is cut back storage price .Private cloud is safer than the 

general public cloud.[10]To enhance security of get in cloud 

computing .Source file is forced an entry totally different into 

different half. Each a part of file is encrypted and keeps on 

quite one cloud. Data concerning file is keep on cloud server 

for decoding purpose. If assailant try and recover original file 

than he can get solely one a part of file [11] Elliptic Curve 

cryptography formula is employed to accomplish high level 

security .Key managing complications square measure 

removed victimisation access management and identity. Code 

formula wants most quantity of your time for file write in code 

and decrypt. [12]File is regenerate into undecipherable format 

victimisation AES formula. Encrypted file is keep on cloud. 

AES formula is a smaller amount secure than public key 

cryptography algorithms.[13] AES and 3DES formulas square 

measure merge into hybrid algorithm to accomplish 

confidentiality. It’s more durable for assailant to recover secret 

file of user. It consumes most quantity of delay to translate 

information into decrypt and write in code kind [14]. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

V.S. Mahalle , A. K. Shahade,[1] In hybrid algorithm three 

keys are used. For data upload on cloud mandatory keys are 

AES secret key and RSA public key. Private Key of RSA and 

AES secret key are essential to download data from cloud. 

Whenever use makes an effort to upload data on cloud first 

that file stored onto directory for short time. In encryption 

process first AES algorithm is applied on file after that RSA 

algorithm is applied on encrypted data. Reverse process is 

followed for decryption. After applying keys that file covert 

into encoded form and stored on cloud server. Advantages of 

hybrid algorithm are data integrity, security, confidentiality 

and availability. Disadvantage of RSA algorithm is large 

amount time essential for data encode and decode. 

Abu Marjan, Palash Uddin [2] Text steganography technique 

is used to produce high security for data. Secret data of user 

hide into text cover file. After adding text into text cover file it 
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looks like normal text file. If text file found by illegitimate 

user than also cannot get sensitive data. If illegitimate user try 

to recover original data than large amount of time is essential. 

DES algorithm is used for text encode and decode. Advantage 

of text steganography technique is providing security to text. 

Minimum space is essential for text steganography as compare 

to image steganoraphy.[2] 

P. S. Bhendwade and R. T. Patil S. Hesham and Klaus 

Hofmann [3] [4] Three bit LSB technique used for image 

steganography. This system is suggested by author R.T.Patil 

.Sensitive data of user hide into cover image. We can hide 

huge amount of into image using LSB steganography 

technique .The author Klaus Hafmann has implemented high 

throughput architecture for cryptography algorithm.AES is 

symmetric key cryptography algorithm. It supports three types 

of keys. For 128 bit key require 10 rounds,192 bit key require 

12 rounds and 256 bit key require 14 rounds. In improved 

AES algorithm encryption and decryption time is reduced 

Advantage of modified AES algorithm is provides better 

performance in terms of delay. 

Inder Singh, M. Prateek, [8] in security model symmetric 

algorithm uses chunk level encryption and decryption of data 

in cloud computing. Key size is 256 bit .Key is rotated to 

achieve high level security .For data integrity purpose hash 

value is generated. Hash values are garneted after encryption 

and before decryption. If both hash values matches than that 

data is in correct form. In this security model only valid user 

can access data from cloud. Advantages of security model are 

integrity, security and confidentiality. 

     

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this planned system AES, RC6, Blowfish and bandeau 

algorithms square measure used for block wise security to 

information. Proposed system is cross of AES, RC6, Blowfish 

and bandeau. All algorithms square measure regular key 

cryptography. These algorithms uses one key for file write in 

code and decipher purpose. All algorithms key size is 128 bit. 

To cover key data into cover image victimisation LSB 

technique. Implementation of proposed system is completed 

victimisation java language. File coding and coding time is 

calculated with the assistance of java programming. File write 

in code and decipher time is calculated for only computer file 

with comparison of existing AES and Blowfish algorithms. 

File size is given in MB for AES formula. That is 1MB, 2MB, 

4MB and 8MB.For write in code and decipher time 

calculation of blowfish formula given file size is 

100KB,200KB,400KB and 800KB.Encoding and coding time 

is calculated in sec.

 
Fig 1: Architecture Diagram 

 

IV. ALGORITHMS 

4.1 Encryption algorithm while Uploading file: 

a. File is uploaded to server 

b. File divided into 8 blocks 

c. Each block of first 4 blocks is encrypted by AES, 

DES, RC6, and Blowfish respectively 

d. Again next 4 blocks is encrypted by AES, DES, RC6 

and Blowfish respectively 

e. Then file will stored on server 

 

4.2 Decryption algorithm while downloading 

a. Each block of first 4 blocks is decrypted by AES, 

DES, RC6, and Blowfish respectively 

b. Again next 4 blocks is decrypted by AES, DES, RC6 

and Blow fish respectively 

c. Then file will available to download 

 

V. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

 
Fig: Login Form 
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Fig: Registration Form 

 

 
Fig: File Upload 

 

 
Fig: Download File 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

Cloud storage problems square measure resolved 

victimization cryptography and steganography techniques.. 

Block wise information security is achieved victimization 

AES, RC6, Blowfish and brassiere algorithms. Key data 

security is accomplished victimization LSB technique. 

Information integrity is accomplished victimization SHA1 

hash rule. Low delay parameter is achieved victimization 

multithreading technique. With the assistance of projected 

security mechanism information integrity, high security, low 

delay, authentication and confidentiality parameters square 

measure accomplished. 

In future, try to accomplish high level security using 

hybridization of public key cryptography algorithms. 
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